The “Left-Handed Keyboard” was created not only for left-handed typists, but also for people requiring the use of the mouse closer to the alpha-numeric keyboard. This reduces the amplitude of movement of the arm when the mouse is in use. It is a high quality keyboard. It has the exclusive "A-shape" key layout to help prevent Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) of your wrists and arms. Centre "A-shape" keys match the natural way your fingers move, and provides maximum comfort while typing. The keyboard also has Internet and Multimedia hotkeys. The “Left-Handed Keyboard” is the ideal solution for your home use or in the workplace.

**8 multimedia multi-function buttons:**
- Sleep
- Internet
- Search
- Email
- Favorite
- Mute
- Volume +
- Volume -

**Specifications:**
- Anti-RSI A-shape Keys
- Size: 17.1¼" x 8" x 1"
- Weight: 1.4 lb
- USB port
- 12 months limited warranty
- English keyboard layout
- Keyboard Color: Black

**Compatibility:**
- Windows 98
- Windows 2000
- Windows XP
- Vista
- Windows 7
- Windows 8